
CONVENIENCE STORE BUSINESS PLAN PHILIPPINES COUNTRY

Ministop shares three essentials that a convenience store must always have in stock. it has become an essential part of
a city-dwelling Filipino's lifestyle. is seeking to be the dominant convenience store in the country.

Households often shop at the grocery store nearest them whoever the retailer is. The opposite is true for No.
The company expects to capture market share by becoming the low cost leader in the convenience store
industry by significantly reducing one of the primary expenses, which is labor. Keep in mind that each
medicine must be stored in its particular recommended environment and temperature. The Market Our market
is booming. In addition each computerized transaction machine can dispense cash, stamps, Lotto and phone
cards and other coupons and will have the ability to create personal accounts that can display preferred items,
retain shopping lists and other services. To make this available, a refrigerator is one of the basic equipment
you will need. All businesses require diligence and dedication. Basic C-store offerings of snacks, drinks, and
essential household items now include services for telecom, banking, and dining. Growth rates for these three
segments match the population growth for the surrounding area. Low Add-on Rate of 1. Neither will we see
the immediate demise of warehouse, specialty, and sari-sari stores. They specialize in single-serve sizes of
staples like rice, oil, and coffee, and basic consumables like shampoo and detergent. However, as a franchisee,
you still have to spend more for the rental space and the crew that will work the store for you. These costs are
financed by both private investors and the investment of Martin-Bower. And lastly, you must have a
Registered Pharmacist working for you. Rice retailing In the Philippines where rice is a staple food, starting a
rice retailing business is always a profitable venture. Nielsen said small store formats are modern trade
self-service stores occupying an area measuring to square meters. But even if a consumer has the time and
money, he might not have the willingness to endure traffic and crowds. Notorious congestion and lack of city
parking discourage Filipinos from driving to the grocery, restaurant, or wet market to buy food. These will be
your entrepreneurial blueprints and your guide in navigating the exciting path of working for yourself.
Conduct research on the nature and classification of drugs and begin by stocking up on each category of
medicine i. If you are aiming for the industrial market, you will be needing millions. Rather than waste time in
traffic and travel, or lose work time, city dwellers usually pop into a convenience store for a quick meal,
snacks, and some groceries. Opportunities: You can provide dry cleaning, ironing and other related services
for additional income. Also, it is important to design a systematic washing process for the business, and have
the proper materials and equipment for operation. Therefore we have segmented our market into night
shoppers, quick shoppers, and others. It maintains its dominance by expanding its services to cellphone
reloading, bills payment, and banking, which are great time-savers for busy workers. That said, it is important
to know the viability of your planned venture based on trends and your available capital. MillenniumMart will
be receiving periodic influxes of cash in order to cover operating expenses during the first two years as it
strives toward sustainable profitability. Pre-operational requirements: This depends on the size and type of
target market. Then you have to find a space of at least 15 square meters to house your drugstore and a storage
room for medicines. It plans to expand into smaller towns across the nation, so it is now the fastest growing
PH retailer. So implement a first-in, first-out inventory method to optimize the shelf life of your rice and
maintain its quality.


